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Are you looking to pass a hair follicle drug test?

Macujo Aloe Rid Hair detox Shampoo is the only shampoo guaranteed to remove drug and alcohol metabolites from your hair. It’s specifically designed for people who are trying to pass a hair follicle drug test. We know how important it is for you to get clean, so we created this product with that in mind. Our shampoo has been tested by thousands of people just like you and they all passed their tests!

Don’t waste time or money on products that don’t work – use our shampoo instead! You can buy it online right now. If you have any questions about our product, feel free to contact us today! We love hearing from customers and will be happy to answer any questions or concerns you might have about using our shampoo.

Click here now and purchase Macujo Aloe Rid Hair Detox Shampoo today!



Pass Your Hair Test with Macujo Aloe Rid Shampoo

Passing drug tests is a reality for many people looking for or trying to maintain employment. As a drug user, effective drug hair test shampoo is a necessity to help you pass hair drug test times. Our goal is to show you how to pass hair follicle drug test occurrences using our generic shampoo, Macujo Aloe Rid®. With Mike’s Macujo Method, you will get great results with either our newly updated Macujo Aloe Rid® Shampoo like you would the Nexxus Aloe Rid® Shampoo.






Sale!
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Quick View 




 
Hair Drug Detox 

Macujo Aloe Rid + Zydot Ultra Clean Shampoo


$185.00 $175.00

 










Sale!
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Quick View 




 
Hair Drug Detox 

The Macujo Aloe Rid Shampoo – Original Formula


$165.00 $155.00

 










Original Nexxus Aloe Rid vs. Macujo Aloe Rid Shampoo

So what is the difference between these two hair detox shampoo for drug test products? One of the main differences between our updated generic product and the original is the price. Our generic detox shampoo costs just a portion of what the original shampoo costs. We also increased the Propylene Glycol content of the Macujo Aloe Rid® to make it even better than the original formula. With the lower price tag and updated formula, our generic hair follicle drug test shampoo offers the high quality ingredients you need to completely remove drugs from hair to pass drug tests.

 

This stuff works!! I got this for my husband.

He smoked last 2 1/2 months ago and was smoking pretty heavy for about a month before that, We live where it is legal.

He used the Macujo Aloe rid for 15 days and the Zydot Shampoo on the day of the hair test.

He passed and got the job! Just make sure you follow the directions to the letter. Not to mention we got the stuff like next day after ordered. With the express shipping of course. SO fast!!!

Amanda C.




Macujo Aloe Rid with Mike’s Method works and I passed my hair drug test.

The package i purchased comes with the Macujo Aloe Rid shampoo and zydot ultra clean shampoo and instructions on how to do Mike’s Macujo Method and list of the products you will need which you can buy at any supermarket or pharmacy.

I had my test 3 weeks after the last time I smoked and I would say I was a moderate smoker (at least 2 joints per day). I did the Macujo Method 20 times prior to my test. The process took about two hours each time but it was worth it.

The process did burn the back of my ears in the beginning so I got a high-top fade haircut so I just had to worry about the top my head.

Carl A.







 

Does The New Macujo Aloe Rid really work with the Macujo Method?

We take your success seriously. That’s why our team worked with the experts in the field for two years to formulate a generic product that would provide drug users of any kind with the ability to successfully remove drugs with Macujo Method. With an increased size from 5 oz to now 6 oz, you get more of the generic shampoo to use when looking for successful Macujo.com results.

Mike’s Macujo Method customer service is ready to help you if you have questions, so give us a call or check out our step by step video links included with your shampoo. Don’t let yourself fail an employer test for drugs because you used inferior products. Mike’s Macujo Method steps in combination with our newly updated generic shampoo are essential to helping you pass a hair follicle test.

Macujo Method with Aloe Rid FAQ

Is there a money back guarantee for this shampoo?

Yes. We guarantee our product if you follow the step by step instructions included with your hair detox shampoo. Because we believe in our product, we offer a money-back guarantee if you are not satisfied with it.

Will this generic shampoo work for alcohol tests?

Using Macujo Aloe Rid® will work to clean your hair for EtG follicle tests. This shampoo works on all drug residue types and works for people with light through heavy use.

always be cautious with products that are not original and claim to be filled from gallon containers, most likely these are fake

 

visit macujo.com
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Old Style Aloe Rid Shampoo – Complete Guide



Last Updated on January 11, 2022 by Hair Detox Experts ALOE RID Hair Detox Shampoos: [...] 
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Detox Shampoo for Hair Drug Test
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How I passed my Hair follicle drug test (Verified)



Last Updated on March 19, 2024 by Hair Detox Experts Take it from me; needing [...] 
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Macujo Method: Everything You Need to Know to Pass Your Hair Drug Test



Last Updated on March 9, 2022 by Hair Detox Experts Will the macujo method work [...] 



























All About Drug Tests
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How to Pass Drug Test Weed Urine
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